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Abstract. The paper presents LinkGen, a synthetic linked data generator that can generate a large amount of RDF data based on certain
statistical distribution. Data generation is platform independent, supports streaming mode and produces output in N-Triples and N-Quad
format. Different sets of output can be generated using various configuration parameters and the outputs are reproducible. Unlike existing
generators, our generator accepts any vocabulary and can supplement
the output with noisy and inconsistent data. The generator has an option to inter-link instances with real ones provided that the user supplies
entities from real datasets.

1

Introduction

In recent years, we have seen a rapid adoption of semantic technologies by a
number of large organizations such as BBC, Thomson Reuters, New York Times
and Library of Congress [3]. Linked Open Data (LOD) cloud consists of more
than 30+ billion triples and hundreds of datasets1 . These datasets use a number of vocabularies to describe the group of related resources and relationships
between them. According to [16], Linked Open Vocabularies (LOV) dataset now
consists of more than 500 vocabularies, 20,000 classes and almost 30,000 properties. The vocabularies are modeled using either RDF Schema (RDFS) or richer
ontology languages such as OWL [5].
Linking enterprise data is also gaining popularity and industries are perceiving semantic technologies as a key contributor for effective information and
knowledge management [14, 18]. One of the major obstacles for building a linked
data application is generating a synthetic dataset to test against specific vocabularies. In this paper, we present LinkGen, a synthetic linked data generator
that generates arbitrarily large datasets for a given vocabulary. Generating synthetic data is not a new concept. It has been widely used in database field for
testing database design and software applications as well as database benchmarking and data masking [2]. In the semantic web field, it has been primarily
used for benchmarking Triplestores. Existing generators [9, 13, 4, 7] are designed
for specific use cases and work well with certain vocabularies but cannot be
re-purposed for other vocabularies. LinkGen, on the other hand, can work with
widely available vocabularies and can be used in multiple scenarios including: 1)
1
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Testing new vocabulary 2) Querying datasets 3) Diagnosing data inconsistencies
4) Evaluating performance of datasets 5) Testing Linked Data aggregators 6)
Evaluating various compression methods
Creating synthetic datasets that closely resemble real world datasets is very
important. Numerous studies including [6, 15] found that URIs in real world
linked datasets exhibit a power-law distribution. In order to automatically generate synthetic data that exhibit such power-law distribution, LinkGen employs
random data generation based on various statistical distributions including Zipf’s
Law2 .
Real world linked datasets are by no means free of noise and redundancy.
Linked Data quality and noise in Linked Data has been studied extensively
in [10, 17, 11, 19]. The noise can be in the form of invalid data, syntactic errors,
inconsistent data and wrong statements. LinkGen provides some of these options
to add noise in the synthetic dataset. LinkGen also has the option to specify the
number of triples to generate. It aids in testing existing linked data compression
methods such as [6, 8] against varying database size and scenarios.
Specifically, the contribution of this work is a tool that can automatically
generate synthetic datasets with the following properties:
• Dataset can be generated based on power-law distribution to resemble real
world datasets
• Noise can be added to the synthetic dataset
• Dataset can be generated in both streaming and on-disk mode
• Synthetic instances can be linked to real-world entities if dictionary of real
world entities is available.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related
work and existing generators. Section 3 describes the LinkGen generator with
details on various parameters including data distribution and noisy data. Section
4 reports on experimental results and finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and
identifies topics for further research. The tool is open source and available at
GitHub3 under GNU License4 .

2

Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that generates synthetic linked
dataset for any vocabulary that can mimic real world datasets with features such
as statistical distribution and noisy data. Quite a few synthetic generators exist
that have been developed for benchmarking RDF stores using specific vocabularies. The Lehigh University Benchmark (LUBM) [7] consists of a data generator
that produces repeatable and customizable synthetic dataset using Univ-Bench
Ontology in the unit of a university. Different set of data can be generated by
2
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specifying the seed for random number generation, number of universities and
the starting index of the universities.
Berlin SPARQL Benchmark (BSBM) [4] is built around an e-commerce usecase in which a set of products is offered by different vendors and consumers have
posted reviews about products. BSBM constitutes a data generator that supports
the creation of large datasets using number of products as the scale factor and
can output in an RDF representation as well as relational representation.
SP2 Bench [13] has a data generator for creating DBLP5 -like RDF triples and
mimics correlations between entities using power law distributions and growth
curves. The Social Intelligence Benchmark (SIB) [12] contains an S3G2 (Scalable Structure-correlated Social Graph Generator) that creates a synthetic social
graph with correlations. Tontogen6 is a protege-plugin that can create synthetic
dataset using a uniform distribution of instances for relationships. WatDiv7 and
Sygenia8 are two other tools that can generate data based on user supplied
queries.
As noted above, none of the existing generators are suitable for creating
synthetic data for different vocabularies. They have a little or no option to
configure the output in regards to data distribution, noise and alignments.

3

Data Generator

In this section, we describe different concepts related to the data generator and
provide details on how it works. At the core of data generation is a random data
generator used for generating unique identifiers for each entity. In order to create
different sets of output, LinkGen creates random data based on the seed value
supplied by the user.

3.1

Entity Distribution

There are different statistical methods to generate and distribute entities in a
dataset. LinkGen provides two statistical distribution techniques namely Gaussian distribution and Zipf’s power-law distribution. Example of Gaussian distribution includes those in real life phenomena such as heights of people, errors in
measurement and marks on a test. Examples of Power-law distributions include
the frequencies of words and frequencies of family names. [6, 15] found that subject URIs in real world linked datasets exhibit a power-law distribution. LinkGen
use zipf’s law as a default option for entity distribution. Figure 1 taken from [6]
shows the power-law distribution of subjects in a Wikipedia dataset.
5
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Fig. 1. Power-law distribution of subjects in Wikipedia

3.2

Noisy Data

Noisy data plays a critical role in applications that aggregate data from multiple
sources and those that deal with semi-structured and unstructured data [10].
LinkGen creates noisy data by:
• Adding inconsistent data, for instance writing two conflicting values for a
given dataType property
• Adding triples with syntactic errors, ex: typos in subjectURI or rdfs:Label
• Adding wrong statement by assigning invalid domain and range,
ex: ns:PlaceInstance rdf:type ns:Person
• Creating instances with no type information
Users can specify a combination of parameters for generating noisy data. All
parameters related to noise are prefixed with noise.data text in the configuration
file ex: noise.data.total and noise.data.num.notype. If the output is in N-Quads
format, the noisy data are added to a separate named graph.
3.3

Inter-linking real world entities

LinkGen allows mapping real world entities with automatically generated entities. For this, the user has to supply a set of real world entities expressed
in RDF format: <ns:entityuri> rdf:type <ns:class>. LinkGen will then inter-link by
using owl:sameAs triple, such as: <ns:entityuri> owl:sameAs <ns:classInstance>. This
enables users to create a mixed dataset by combining synthetic dataset with the
real dataset. This is important in scenarios where you would need to study the
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effect of adding new triples in current live dataset. Existing SPARQL queries
can be slightly modified to fetch additional results from test dataset by adding
owl:sameAs statement in the query.
3.4

Output Data and Streaming mode

LinkGen creates a VoID9 dump once the synthetic data is generated. VoID, the
Vocabulary of Interlinked Datasets, is used to express metadata about RDF
dataset and provides a number of properties for expressing numeric statistical
characteristics about a dataset, such as the number of RDF triples, classes,
properties or, the number of entities it describes.
LinkGen supports N-Triples and N-Quads format for output data. By default,
the tool will save output to a file but it can be run in streaming mode, enabling
users to pipe the output of RDF streams to other custom applications.
3.5

Config Parameters

There’s an array of configuration parameters available to create unique synthetic
datasets. The output is reproducible so running LinkGen multiple times with
same set of input parameters will yield same output. Most useful configuration
parameters include: a) distribution type which can be gaussian or zipf and b)
seed values for creating different datasets
3.6

Data Generation Steps

The first step in data generation involves loading ontology and gathering statistics about all ontology components such as number of classes, datatype properties, object properties and properties for which domain and range are not
defined. We also store the connectivity of each class and order the classes based
on the frequency. Most connected class will lead to generation of larger number
of corresponding entities.
The second step involves using statistical distribution to generate large number of entities and associating the weights for each one of them. Parameters
for Zipf and Gaussian distribution are configurable and can be used to create
different sets of output. For Zipf’s distribution, sample size is equal to the size
of maximum number of triples to be generated. For Gaussian distribution, two
parameters viz. mean and standard deviation are required.
Next step involves going through each class and generating synthetic triples
for associated properties using weighted entities. For each entity, at least two
triples are added to denote its type. They are: instance rdf:type Classs and,
instance rdf:type owl:Thing. It should be noted that not all properties have well
defined domain and range. For instance, in DBpedia, more than 600 properties
including the ones in Table 1 have either missing domain or range information
9
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in the vocabulary. In such cases, RDF Semantics10 permits using any resources
as a domain of the property. Similarly, the range can be any Literal or resource
depending on whether the property is datatypeProperty or objectProperty.
Table 1. Properties with no domain or range info in DBpedia ontology
DataTypeProperty with no domain
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/number
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/width
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/distance
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/fileSize

ObjectProperty with no range
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/teachingStaff
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/daylightSavingTimeZone
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/simcCode
http://dbpedia.org/ontology/uRN

For datatypeProperties which have range of XSD datatypes, we used a simple
random generator to create literal values.

4

Evaluation

To evaluate our work, we generated varying number of synthetic datasets for
two general purpose vocabularies: DBpedia11 and schema.org12 . For schema.org,
we used an owl version available from TopBraid13 . We built LinkGen using
Apacha Jena14 , a widely used free and open source Java framework for building
Semantic Web and Linked Data applications. At the current state, LinkGen
supports only RDFS vocabularies. Although it can generate synthetic dataset
for any vocabulary expressed in RDFS or OWL, it does not implement all class
descriptions and property restrictions specified in the OWL ontology. Also, the
support for blank nodes is not provided.
Table 2 shows the general characteristics of the dataset used for the experiment. For both DBpedia and Schema.org, the most connected classes were
Person, Place and owl:Thing.
Table 2. Characteristics of the datasets used for evaluation

Number of distinct classes
Number of distinct properties
Number of distinct object properties
Number of distinct data properties
distinct properties without domain and/or range specification
10
11
12
13
14

https://www.w3.org/TR/2000/CR-rdf-schema-20000327/
http://www.dbpedia.org
http://www.schema.org
http://topbraid.org/schema/
http://jena.apache.org/

DBpedia
147
2891
1734
1100
685

Schema.org
158
1002
463
490
11
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Figure 2 is the performance chart depicting the total time taken to create synthetic datasets of varying size for both vocabularies. There’s a slight increase in
time for DBpedia which may be due to the relatively high number of properties.

Fig. 2. Time taken for generating datasets of various sizes

5

Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a multipurpose synthetic linked data generator. The system can be configured to generate various sets of output to test
semantic web applications under different scenarios. This includes defining a statistical distribution type for instances, adding inconsistent and noisy data, and
integrating real world entities. The system supports streaming mode which can
be used for evaluating applications that deal with streaming data. By generating
a large amount of RDF data, it can aid in testing the performance of various
applications that deal with querying, storage, visualization, compression and reporting. Experimental results show that out generator is highly performant and
scalable. In the future, we will explore supporting OWL constraints as well as
using parallel and distributed algorithms to generate massive dataset in short
duration.
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